
Jacks eyes opens slowly, he gets up and we see the same room as the season 3 finale, he 
goes to his stereo and put on Don’t Cry- Guns And Roses, He leans over his maps of the 
pacific and starts doing calculations, 

Jack: c’mon where are you??

He puts his compass on Australia and draws a large circle around the ocean next to it, 

Jack: It’s Impossible!!? There’s no way?! 

He gets upset and annoyed and pushes his maps away, he runs to the counter and hits 
every plate and glass on the floor, he grabs the stereo and throws it across the room, and 
finally he slumps to the floor and begins to cry

Im not a hero, I ruined everybody’s life. Im Not a Hero

He puts his head on to his knees. 

Ext. The Looking Glass Station-Evening

We see Desmond looking at Charlie drowned body, silently crying

Desmond: Im sorry Brother, But it had to be this way.

He backs away and makes the cross with his hands; he puts on the wetsuit and oxygen 
tank and sits on the side of the moon pool.

Desmond: See you in another life brother

He exit’s the looking glass and swims up. He emerges and looks for the outrigger, he 
swims towards it. 
He gets it and starts to row back he turns to look behind him and he sees the freighter.

Desmond: (Whispering) Penny, 

He turns to face the island and sitting on the end of the boat is Charlie dripping wet. 

Charlie: Are you so forgetful Des, that would forget what your best mate said before he 
died “its not penny’s boat,

Desmond: Im sorry brother I did forget (looking confused) Pardon me for asking but 
aren’t you dead?



Charlie:  you’ll  find  out  why im here  but  that’s  not  important  right  now Des  what’s 
important is its too late now Des, You have just killed everyone.

And Charlie disappears right before Desmond’s eyes
And Desmond is left sitting looking at the freighter worrying.
  

 Int. The Radio Tower- Evening

Jack is seen sitting on a log near the radio tower Kate walks over and joins him

Kate: can’t believe were going home finally

Jack: Well we are and nothing will stop us this time

Jack looks behind Kate and sees Danielle running up to him

Danielle: Jack, we have a problem.

Jack: well what’s wro…

Kate: jack ill deal with it, you just saved everyone’s life I think you should have a break

Danielle: no jack should come because we will need a doctor

Danielle starts to walk off and jack and Kate follow

Kate: what do you think is wrong jack?

Jack: I don’t know but it sure isn’t gonna ruin our chances of getting of now again

They walk in to clearing where the others are clustered around something. Jack runs up 
and pushes through the crowd 4 people are lying on the ground writing in pain.

Jack: no 

He runs up and starts checking what’s wrong 

Jack: did anyone see what happened to them??

Claire: I was just talking with them when they collapsed.. Are they ok Jack??

Jack: no this can’t be happening. I said I would get everyone off this island



Danielle: I think I know what’s wrong with them

Jack: and what would that be Danielle

Danielle: They are Infected

Jack: Infected with what Danielle?

Danielle: The Sickness

There are gasps from the crowds and jacks face turns to shock

Jack: what is it exactly?

Danielle:  when I crashed on this godforsaken island 16 years ago everything was as good 
as it could be until Montand got sick then slowly all the rest got sick as well I was the 
only healthy one left. Then he came (points to Ben) and convinced me into killing my 
team after that I was alone.

Ben: you had to kill them you wouldn’t have any idea what would happen if that that 
sickness got out into the world

Kate; shut up Ben

Jack: Ben how do I save these people? Is There a Cure??

Ben laughs 

Ben: There is no cure Jack, the only hope you can have is to get these people off this 
island as fast as you can. 

Jack: ok everyone were going to walk back to the beach if we set off in a hour we can get 
back for tomorrow afternoon

Ben: your gonna walk through the night? You’re never going to make it

Jack: why is that Ben?? We have done it before why not now??

Ben :You would never understand

Jack: Try Me

Ben: for some reason I swear I don’t know, that thing in the jungle is attracted to the sick 
people, I would just finish them off and leave them here.

Jack: im not a murderer Ben.



Ben:  but  the  people  who are  coming  here  are,  they will  kill  all  of  us  without  even 
thinking, you really have made a mistake Jack

Jack: yes I have…In keeping you alive,,, now shut up

He walks off and stands on a log

Jack:  Ok  everyone  rescue  is  about  10  hours  away  but  first  we  will   need  to  build 
stretchers like the tail survivors did with sawyer, ok we will start walking to the beach in 
about two hours, after that …. We go home .

Everyone cheers and claps, then go to work 

Claire runs up to Jack

Claire: jack does the radio still work? Can you ask someone at the beach if Charlie is 
back yet?

Jack picks up the radio and turns it on

Jack: Sayid are you there? Sayid? Any-one?  

There is no answer 

Claire: what’s happened are they ok?

Jack: im sure there just fine, they’ve got Sayid

Ext. Beach- Dusk.

Sawyer and Juliet are digging graves for the dead others 

Jin and Hurley are sitting near the sea, looking for Charlie and Desmond.

Sayid is with Bernard repairing the tents.

The radio is sitting half-buried in the sand and no hears Jack speak 

Sawyer: so you’re with us now?

Juliet: yes, do you have a problem with that?

Sawyer: Well you could have done that a bit earlier



Juliet: Like when James?

Sawyer: I don’t know Sugarpop! … Maybe when me Jack and Kate were captured with 
you people, 

Juliet smiles and puts Tom’s body in one of the graves.

Ext. Beach - Evening

Hurley and Jin are sitting in the sand looking for Desmond and Charlie

Jin: Charlie--- Desmond Okay??

Hurley : yeah dude hope so

Jin : You hero,-- save us -car 

Hurley: Yeah, just doing what I had to do dude

Int. Dirt Track Road (Flash-Forward)

A red car drives along a dirt track with gardens on each sides, ahead of the car there is a 
huge mansion, The car parks and Jack gets out, he looks up at the huge house.

Jack: Found you 

He walks up to the front door and rings the door bell.

Voice 1 : ma! The door !

Voice 2 ; answer it yourself, still you’re the same, eat, eat, eat, sit, sit, sit go do something 
with your life,

Voice 1 : Ma that was uncalled for, you don’t have any idea what happened to me when I 
was on that place 

Voice  2  :  I  do  know  that  you  ate  the  same  because  you  didn’t  lose  any  weight.!

The door opens and Hurley smiles and laughs

Jack : Hi Hurley

Hurley : Jack, Dude come in, like whats it been?? a year??

Jack : ( entering) about that



Hurley: ma you know, Jack is the one that saved all of us from that island,

 Hurley Mother: god blesses your soul Jack I don’t know what I would have done with 
out my Hugo.

Jack: Thank you Mrs Reyes but I wasn’t the actual hero

Hurley’s Mother: Nonsense! You two go in there and talk whilst I make the dinner.

(Hurley and Jack enter the other room and sit on the chairs.

Hurley starts talking but the voice grows distant and jack starts  seeing flashes of the 
island, the statue, the hatch, the hydra, the beach, the radio tower, the polar bears 

Hurley: … and then she says to me can I borrow 4.000 dollars, I mean whats that all 
about… Dude are you even listening to me?

Jack turns to Hurley and smiles

Jack: ever since we got saved from that place, ive had these dreams of going back to that 
place and every night I think maybe Locke was right, I think what if we listened to him, 
what if it was our fate.

Hurley: Dude Locke believed we shouldn’t have left and look where he ended up.

Jack; no when we left that island I lost a piece of me that could y be recovered if im 
there, I need to go back there,
 We have to go back, the island is in danger! 
Just as I sat down there were flashes of the island and I finally realized how to get back, 

Hurley: Dude you wanna go back there???

Jack: the island is my home Hugo and ive been away from it for to long

Hurley (laughs: this is my home dude and Im not leaving 

Jack: ok well I better be going then, If you want me you know where ill be

Hurly No dude don’t go yet…

Jack: im going enough time has been wasted Goodbye Hugo

He leaves and through Hurley’s window he sees Jacks car go past and he looks sad

Hurley: Goodbye Jack.



Ext. Beach- night.

Sayid goes to the radio and picks it up

Sayid: Jack,, Jack 

Jack: Sayid whats wrong?

Sayid: we can see the freighter, what should we do? Desmond and Charlie haven’t got 
back yet

Jack: just hang in there, were making our way to the beach we should be there midday 
tomorrow 

Sayid: ok Jack

He turns the radio off and says to himself 

Sayid: hurry up jack.

Int. Beach - night

Hurley is sitting on the beach where he last was and he hears splashing in the water 

Hurley: hey over here!! Were here!

Sayid runs up and puts his hand over Hurleys mouth

Sayid: don’t we don’t know who it is. It might even be one of the others

The noise gets louder and Desmond and Charlie come into view

Jin: Charlie!!!
 
Sawyer: Sayid there back!

Desmond pulls the boat up and Charlie gets out and walks towards Hurley and Jin

Hurley: whoa dude are you ok?

Charlie: He did it. It was Him 

Charlie points at Desmond and then Charlie disappears.



There is silence
They look confused 

Desmond (off-screen) He died Brotha, He died for all of us

Sawyer walks closer to him 

Sawyer; what did you do to little Jiminy Cricket?

Desmond: it wasn’t like that

Bernard: then what was it like Des

Desmond: Charlie unblocked the signal and he got a transmission, a transmission from 
my girl Penny, she said she wasn’t on the boat and then Mikhail came outside the window 
with a grenade, he blew himself up and water poured in through the window Charlie ran 
to the door and locked himself in, he drowned for us all.

Sayid gets put a gun and points it at Desmond

Sayid: I don’t believe you 

Desmond: don’t believe me then brotha but im telling you that’s what happened, kill me 
then but you can’t change the past.

Sayid maybe I will, maybe...

Sayid is cut off by another splashing noise, Mikhail emerges from the ocean.

Sawyer: thought you said old Patchy was blown up.

Desmond: he was there’s no way he could have survived

Sayid: LIAR!!

Mikhail  looks around and sees the camp with the survivors and runs in the opposite 
direction

Desmond realizes something 

Desmond: He killed Charlie. Not me. 

He runs after Mikhail and grapples him to the floor.

He hits him 



Desmond (in between hits) you--killed--him--he--was--my--friend--you--took -- him--

Sayid runs up and pushes Desmond off him he gets out a knife and drags Mikhail to a 
tree

Sayid: Juliet could you get me some rope please?

Juliet: sure

She runs and gets rope and throws it to Sayid; he ties Mikhail to the tree

Sayid: Because of you people we have lost over a dozen of innocent people but this ends 
tonight because tomorrow we are getting rescued, (Desmond’s face looks worried at this 
statement) and tonight im getting the answers to the place and guess who’s going to give 
them to me, 

Mikhail looks worried and Sayid smiles.

Ext. Jungle-Night

Jack and the group are trekking through the jungle with flame torches, they come to a 
stream and they stop to fill up the bottles of water, suddenly one of the sick coughs up 
blood and starts screaming

Jack: it’s ok, your gonna be ok, 
He feels her forehead, and looks happy

Jack (to every one) the fever broken

Jack your gonna be ok Craig

He feels the three other people and looks angry and upset 

Jack: they’re dead, I said I would get every one of the island!!

Kate: you did the best you could besides at least you saved one.

Jack: No I failed

Craig has got up and looks fine now

Kate; what shall we do with Scott, Brian and Peter 

Jack: I didn’t even know they’re names this is my fault, they died because I couldn’t save 
them



Claire: Jack!! What is this? Quick??!!

Claire has wandered off and jack runs to her 

Claire: Over there!! 

Jack follows Claires gaze and see a huge wall of black smoke just hanging in the air

Jack: oh no 

Ben and Danielle have walked over and they see it

Ben: oh God we have to run now!!

The black smoke turns and the siren sounds and two trees get ripped up from the ground

Jack: EVERYONE RUN!!

Chaos breaks loose as the survivors scatter in all directions, the smoke monster splits into 
5 other smaller ones and chases everyone

Jack shouts as he runs alongside Kate 

Jack: everyone, when the coast is clear meet us at the beach!

He finds a mangrove tree and pulls Kate and Karl in.

Jack: what is it?

Karl: The others call it a security system 

Jack: why did it have to come now? Why now?

It’s all quiet outside, 
It’s now dark at night

Kate; I think it’s gone now 

Karl: yeah let’s go

They exit the tree roots and the black smoke swoops down from the tree tops and grabs 
Karl

Jack: Karl no!!!!!

Karl gets dragged through the bushes and his screams become distant 



Jack runs after him.

Kate: Jack wait!

Jack sees Karl getting dragged through the bushes and into the radio tower clearing, the 
black smoke lets go of Karl and throws him up in the air and then disappears, Karl lands 
in a tree and a tree branch goes through his stomach.

Kate: oh god.

They stare for a moment

Jack: you bring him down, Kate, im going to look if there is a medi-kit in the radio tower

Kate climbs up and carefully snaps of the branch stuck inside him, he brings him down 
and leans over him   

Jack runs up.

Kate: anything?

Jack: nothing, im just going to have to do the best I can.

Jack: (to Karl) what happened? What did you see?

Karl: I - saw – Him 

Kate: who is him??

Karl: Jacob--- He is coming.

Jack looks up at Kate worrying

Int. Beach- Night

Sayid is holding a knife to Mikhail’s neck and is asking how he got to the island, Mikhail 
is not answering. The others are standing around mourning Charlie’s death. Desmond is 
sitting alone staring at the ocean, Jin sits near him

Jin: I - -- Believe - you.

Desmond: Alright brother, follow me.

Jin: where-- we-go??

Desmond: we going to Jack brotha



Then people emerge from the bushes behind them, Danielle, Rose and Ben

Desmond: what you doing here, you’re supposed to be at the radio tower

Danielle: the black smoke came and chased us all we all got separated jack told us to 
meet up back at the beach.

Rose: nobody got back yet??

Desmond; no, we better go look for them

Rose: im staying with Bernard now Desmond 

Desmond: ok

Danielle Jin, Ben and Desmond go in the jungle to look for the others.

Ext. Radio Tower - Night

Jack and Kate are trying to keep Karl consciousness,

Jack: this isn’t working, were going to have to carry him back.

He gets up, picks up Karl and walk off

Int. Airport -Night (Flash-forward)

Jack is in the same scene as the finale of season 3 

Jack: we have to go back Kate, we have to go back

Kate: no we don’t Jack

Jack: no Kate!!!!

Kate gets in her car and drives away, 

Jack: Kate, I got to go back

Jack stands there and then walks to his car

Then we see some-one on the rooftop 

Man: not getting away this time jack.



He loads a sniper and takes aim

Man; Goodbye Jack, have a good time.

He shoots and …… BANG.

Ext. Beach- Day-Break

Sayid : im going to ask you one more time then im going to kill you Mikhail, where is 
this island

Mikhail laughs and sits up straight 

Mikhail: do you not know where we are yet Sayid

Sawyer:  What do you mean by that One eyed Freak???

Sayid looks around and sees sawyer sitting next to him

Mikhail : I have been shot several times and blown up twice, pushed through a sonic 
fence and held a grenade when It exploded, do you really think were on Earth Sayid 
Jarrah ? 

Mikhail; this island for some people is what you would refer to as hell and to others 
heaven

Sawyer: We’re dead???

Mikhail: Far from it James

Ext. Jungle- Morning

Jack; C’mon Karl not much further.

Jack  and  Kate  are  carrying  Karl  through  the  jungle  back  to  the  Beach.  They  hear 
movement in the tree roots and stop

Karl: what was that?

Jack; is any-one there??

Voice: Jack?? Is that you?? Oh thank god!?



Claire emerges from the trees and she shouts back 

Claire: its Jack

There is cheering and all the others appear from the trees 

Jack; ok lets start making our way back to the beach, were not far now 

They continue through the jungle as….

Int. Hospital (Flash-Forward) 

Doctor: Bps dropping, he could go into shock 

We see jack surrounded by doctors on a operations table 
His heart has evidently been pierced by the sniper bullet.

Jack opens his eyes 

Jack: KATE!?!?

Doctor 2: she fine, she outside, just keep calm, your on a sedative

Jack: NO Kate!!!??

Doctor  3:  why is  he  like  this  we  put  him on a  sedative,  he  should  be  sleeping,  its 
impossible?!

We see Kate standing outside the door looking in at Jack 

He sees her and a tear runs down her cheek

LOST


